The 2016 Wrens Fall Fly-in clearly outmatched the quality of the annual event over
the past six years – since it began. This year we had more comfortable weather, more
visiting aircraft, and many more visitors enjoying the fine Saturday barbecue lunch.
We had perfect fly-in weather – moderate temperatures with lows in the mid-60s and
highs only in the upper 80s. Winds were light. There was no rain. 52 different
aircraft were on the field at various times. There were 22 airplanes, 26 gyroplanes,
one powered paraglider, one powered parachute, and two Trikes. This was the widest
variety of aircraft types that we have had to a Wrens fly-in since the early 1990s.
Just before noon on Thursday, September 15, the first aircraft that came to the fly-in
was an Allegro 2000 light plane from Malden, North Carolina. The pilot had not
intended to come to the fly-in. After taking off from his fuel stop at Daniel Field in
Augusta, his aircraft’s engine overheated while he was flying near Wrens. After
landing in emergency conditions at the Wrens airport, he was able to solve the
overheating problem with tools and equipment loaned by Secretary John Magnan.
Within three hours the aircraft was able to take off successfully and head toward its
original destination in Florida.
The first aircraft that intended to come to the fly-in landed at noon just after the
Allegro had landed. It was a Cavalon gyroplane that had flown from near
Charlotte, North Carolina. This was followed by 15 more aircraft during the
afternoon. Most were gyroplanes. Some flew in; others were trailered. A
motorhome also had arrived about the same time as the Allegro and Cavalon. The
owner had come from Abbeville, South Carolina, and had a powered paraglider.
Over the next two days many more aircraft came. Some stayed for a short time,
such as those that flew in just for the barbecue meal on Saturday. On that day Ben
Brown, now an A&P, directed aircraft into various parking places on the ramp.
There was much flying activity during Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. A few pilots flew to other area airports and then
returned. Others just made flights around the Wrens area. Around noon on Saturday, Sid Brown, his wife Cathy, and son
Ben prepared a tremendous barbecue meal. 104 visitors partook of this feast. Flying activity continued until dusk each
day of the fly-in. Around 5:30 PM on Saturday more than ten gyros and one Trike flew over Main Street in Wrens to let
people know they were at the airport. There were at least three dogs attending with their owners. They gave no problems
to anyone. After helping John Magnan put tents, tables, chairs, and other fly-in supplies back into storage, the final fly-in
participants left by noon on Sunday, September 18.

Some of the airplanes that came in on Saturday.

Powered Parachute and Trike flying over the field.

There was a bevy of gyroplanes at the fly-in.

Over 100 lining up for the delicious BBQ.
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Ben Brown preparing barbecue.

Flying a local visitor.

and large live-in trailers/motorhomes were at the fly-in.

PRA 13's Barry Kropelin giving out awards.

One of Barry's gyros in the air.

Gyros lining up to make a flight over Main Street in Wrens.

More of the airplane flight-line.
EAA 172 thanks these people for helping with the fly-in: Tim Cheeks, who lives across the road from the airport, with helping John Magnan set
up the tents; Ben & Sid Brown, Al & Michael Nodorft, Mark Slone, and the City of Wrens for mowing all the grass at the airport; John Magnan
for setting up the fly-in; Ben & Cathy & Sid Brown for handling all the food details on Saturday; Mark Slone for both bringing and taking back
the tables and chairs from the Pea Patch.

Neighbor across from the airport helped
John Magnan put up the tents.

Visitors helping to tear-down the fly-in.

These folks from Tennessee were the last
to leave the fly-in around noon on the 18th.

